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The Storytable
A social tool to decrease isolation and to 

increase joy of life
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Personal
Record your own stories and attach it to existing clips. Add 

local clips from the town’s archive

Network
The Storytable is connected to a server and downloads new content 

at night



Scientific research to confirm effectiveness 
and to develop methodologies



Mass production, service & support, 
ongoing development� and exploring 

other markets



Culture Map
A layer of culture hiding under your feet

New ways for digital archives to serve 
the public



A scenario
At the exhibition you discover that part of the collection is spread 

throughout the city

Prepare
At the tourist desk you pick up a GPS phone if you do not have one yet



Choose a track
Outside on the street you see several cultural trails on your mobile 

phone. You pick the one you noticed at the exhibition

Navigate on the map
Go to the starting point by navigating on the map



Interaction on locations
At each location of importance you receive information in a storytelling 

way in the shape of pictures, video and text

Add your opinion
At each moment you can add movies, pictures or text to make your trip 

personal and to share your opinion

Get in touch with others
On the map you can see others walk around on the same trail. Send them 

a message and get in touch with those who share your interest



Time slider
Switch a hundred years or more back and experience what the city looked 

like, connected to content and stories from that era



See your experience
On a website you can see the result of your experience in a player. You 

can watch the media from the exhibitor combined with your own recorded 
media on the exact trail you walked

Respond and share
You can see the trails and responses from others and easily share it with 

your whole family, social community or email it to friends



Digital archive owners
As owner of a digital archive you control an online environment in which 

you create these thematic storytelling routes

Statistics
You can watch the live usage of each route but also see statistics



An environment for scholars to create 
and play location based games

Games Atelier
Digital archives and education



A toolkit connects gameplay to media 
archives



The media can be used for almost all 
courses and programs 



Something to think about...

How can you use digital archives and create a multiplier effect?





The end


